
   
 

    

Press Release 

November 19th, 2015 

 

Warehouse TERRADA launches the new service, 

music instruments storage for collectors 

-Features a studio for professional use, providing luxury space for adults fond of music- 

 

Warehouse TERRADA (Shinagawa, Tokyo / President and CEO: Yoshihisa Nakano) is pleased to 

announce that we are going to provide the music instruments storage service from Saturday, 

November 21st, 2015. 

 

The storage for music instruments, newly completed in Tennoz, is equipped the conditioning system to 

keep the certain temperature and humidity that is the most appropriate for instruments. The featured 

rehearsal studio GVIDO provides a space to share the music among fellows. Installed with the audio 

equipment for professional use, the studio has an extra space which can be used for parties with food 

and drinks. 

As a safekeeping/preserving business professional, we, Warehouse TERRADA, provide the precious 

environment where brings the maximum potential in every instrument with our knowledge and 

experiences. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

【About storage service】 

Air conditioning and lightning system keep the most appropriate temperature and humidity for wooden 

instruments. This environment reduces the risk of cracking and/or expanding an instrument while 

storing; less deterioration and prolonged storage, it is also an ideal place for collectors. The interior can 

be customized freely. 

 

 



   
 

    

Business hours：10:00～18:00 

Location：3F Main Storage Center, 2-6-10 Higashi-Shinagawa, Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo 140-0002 JAPAN 

Number of rooms：11 rooms (5 ㎡ the least up to 16 ㎡) 

Monthly fee：starting from 80,000 to 160,000 JPY（excluding tax） 

interior customizing and studio use are the optional services 

U  R  L：http://studio-gvido.terrada.co.jp/ja/ 

 

 

【About Studio GVIDO】 

Studio GVIDO is a rehearsal studio established besides the storage area for adults who love music. It is 

bearing the name of Guido d’Arezzo, who is regarded as the inventor of the base for staff notation in the 

11th century. The facility is installed with high functioning audio equipment that suites every need. 

Food and drinks are generally prohibited inside the studio; However, a bar counter and a kitchen space 

are featured inside as well, enabling users hold parties with just-made dishes and alcohol. The joy of 

playing, the time filled with beautiful sounds - Studio GVIDO provides the one-and-only space for 

sharing music among friends. 

 

Business hours：10:00～22:00  

Close：national holidays except Saturdays and Sundays, New Year’s holidays 

Additional facility：control room, amp booth, kitchen, movable bar counter 

Additional service：catering service, sommelier service 

 

【About Warehouse TERRADA】 

Since the foundation in 1950, Warehouse TERRADA has expanded beyond the framework of 

warehousing business; researching the essential quality of what we keep and store, we tackle the 

specialized conservation under the most appropriate condition. We have made an active capital 

investment, using our know-how of how to utilize spaces. Our storage technologies for items requiring 

high expertise such as artworks, audio-visual media, and wines have been received a great reputation 

by each industry. 

 

Company name：Warehouse TERRADA 

Main Business: Safekeeping/Preserving Business, Real Estate Business 

Representative: President and CEO, Yoshihisa Nakano 

Address: 2-6-10 Higashi-Shinagawa, Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo 140-0002, Japan 

Foundation: October 1950 

U  R  L : http://www.terrada.co.jp/ja/ 

 

 



   
 

    

【for clients and customers】 

Contact: Instrument storage/Studio GVIDO  Iijima 

TEL：0120-93-4203 / EMAIL : iijima.takashi@terrada.co.jp 

 

【Press contact and enquires】                              

Contact: Warehouse TERRADA PR Team   

TEL: 03-5479-1651 / EMAIL : pr@terrada.co.jp 

 


